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. Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: 

I am pleased to appear before your Subcommittee today. I will 

address myself to certain matters discussed in the May 1959 report of 

your Subcommittee, and lx other significant areas in which you have 

indiaated an interest. 

-Y---- DEFENSE PROFITS STUDY 
, A- .____x. _. 

--- .; 
As you,know, Publia Law 91-121 directed GAO to conduct a study 

c and review on a selective representative basis of the profits made by 

contractors and subcontractors on contracts on which there is no for- 
' ' 1q 
f-r- mally advertised competitive bidding entered into by the Department of 

s46 Defense, Coast Guard, and Rational Aeronautics and Space Administration. 

0 
y3 s imi l ar contracts entered into by .AEC to meet requirements of the 

/ Department of Defense were also included. 



We are taking two basic approaches in accomplishing the study and 

these are (1) the use of a questionnaire to determine annual overall 

profit rates for selected defense contractors for the years 1966 through 

1969, and (2) a review to develop profit data on individual randomly 

selected contracts. 

Determination of overall contractor profit rates 

The questionnaire we have developed provides for selected contrac- 

tors to furnish information on sales, profits, total capital investment, 

and contractor equity capital investment for defense business and vari- 

ous other categories of sales. We are also requesting a breakdown of 

sales and profits by type of contract for DOD sales and for sales to 

the other Federal agencies included in the study. While the legisla- 

tion only calls for a study of negotiated contracts, we will need in- 

formation from the selected contractors concerning their advertised 

defense contracts and commercial work in order to check on cost and 

capital allocations for the various categories of sales, Also, for the 

negotiated contract profit data to be meaningful, we will need something 

to compare it with. We are, therefore, requesting contractors to fur- 

nish data to enable us to present a comparison of the profits on com- 

mercial and defense work in our study report. 

The Profit Study questionnaire was distributed on March 26, 1970, 

to approximately 150 large and small businesses that perform negotiated 

prime contracts and subcontracts for one or more of the agencies in- 

cluded in the study. The contractors selected receive over 60 percent 

of the procurement funds expended by these agencies. 
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Subsequent to distribution, we called each contractor to offer 

assistance and consultation on completing the questionnaire. On the 

whole the contractors have been very cooperative and to date none has 

refused us access to his records. However, about 20 percent of the con- 

tractors have advised us that they do not believe they can complete the 

questionnaire by June 15, as we requested, and some have indicated that 

it will be September or October 1970 before they can furnish the data. 

A random selection of about 30 percent of the questionnaires will 

be made and the responses -t;O these will be verified to the contrac- 

tors’ records to enable us to form an opinion on the validity of the 

information being provided. We anticipate that this will probably be 

the most difficult part of the assignment. 

In view of the importance of the data to be developed from the 

questionnaire , we took the time necessary to review a draft with 

several Government agencies experienced in obtaining information from 

industry. As a further step, we reviewed the questionnaire with sev- 

eral defense contractors to determine whether it would be possible and 

practical to obtain the information we desire. Because of these efforts 

to assure we had a questionnaire that wxld yield the data required, 

and the delays that are now indicated in contractors’ completing the 

questionnaire, it is unlikely that we will be able ix meet the Decem- 

ber 31, 1970, deadline for furnishing a report to the Congress, 
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GAO review of individual contracts 

In addition to the questionnaire, we are reviewing I.&. prime 

contracts and subcontracts at 37 contractor locations. These contracts 

total about $3.8 billion and were awarded by the Depzrtment of Defense, 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the Atomic Energy 

Commission. The contracts range from in excess of a million dollars 

to over several hundred million dollars and include various cost reim- 

bursement and fixed price types. Contracts selected were awarded 

after January 1, 1964, the date when the weighted guidelines for the 

negotiation of profit were implemented, and were substantially com- 

pleted after June 30, 1968. 

We believe that selection of contracts within the above time 

frame will provide a meaningful comparison of actual profits earned 

with estimated profit rates as negotiated under present procurement 

policies. 

The contracts selected in our review were awarded for major weapon 

systems, subsystems and components, and cover research, development, 

engineering, procurement, maintenance and overhaul of items in the 

following product categories: aircraft, missiles, space systems, ammu- 

nition, electronics, communications, and vessels. One of the things 

we expect from our contract reviews is to determine the effect that 

the use of Government facilities and progress payments have on the rate 

of return on contractor investment. 
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ecotmmy and efficiency in th@ ~~~~~~~~~~t cof the ph%duCt OT sers3ice* 

Under this approach less reliance is plac t.pcm histarl@ak 'xmt 

experience. 

In May l$$, your Subetmmittee F&C 0 study the 

feasibility of inca ratiw into its audit and Y!wh?w sf cantractor 

perfmmance the ~ahould CO&~' method of esti ting corntractor costs. 

An interim statement concerning our prqpess in this &cudy was presented 

before your Subcommittee in December l$g. En our Pqmrt entitled 

"Feasibility of Using "Should @mt' Conicepts in ocurement 

and Auditing" we concluded $18 follows: 

1. Our tentatiwe opinion is that it is feasible for GA6 to 

incorpsrate "Should ccDstU concepts to a greater extent 

in its post-award reviews. Hmever, in order to obtain 

better insight into the ci~~~~t~~~as under which these 

concepts should be used9 we are perfe, ng some trial 

applications. These tri&a reviws Ire ~~t~~a~~ to pm- 
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be met in making these “should cost*’ rev&m, (b) what 

size of program or contractor activity should be 

reviewed, (c) what type of contract would be most 

susceptible for these reviews, and (d) what benefits 

can be expected. 

2. The greatest opportunity for savings to the Government 

in the application of a "should cost" review would be 

prior to the award of contracts--during the prenegotia- 

tion evaluations of contractors' price proposals. At 

this point in time the results would be of maximum bene- 

fit to the Goverment negotiator in arriving at a fair 

and reasonable price. In addition, the contractor is 

generally more willing to implement corrective proce- 

dures during this time, since he stands the greatest 

opportunity to realize the most benefits from any 

constructive recommendations developed during the review. 

Thus, we believe that the procuring agencies can make 

greater use of such reviews than at present prior to 

price negotiations. 

3. In &ddition to the preaward Teviews, Government agencies 

also should consider performing "should cast" reviews 

selectively on a post-award basis. These reviews could 

provide the Government with valuable data on contractors' 

performance and cost consciousness, and the adequacy of 

the Government's prenegotiation efforts. 



4. The extent and depth of the 

esnracepts should be flexible, "Shoda !mst" reviews at 

one corktractor location could covex his ekkhxe operation, 

vhexeas at another ~~t~~~tQx fw$ ty , it mi&t be 

feasible to review only one or two of his jox et ions a 

The degree to which the "&KM.~ cost" ~~~~~~ta 

be applied at any given location xl.. depe!ml n the 

ion developed in the initial. stages of the xeview, 

and the confidence that e 

the contractor's day-to-day o~x~t~o~$~ 

5 ,* Xt should be recognized that the benefits that c 

derived fxom these reviews axe ~e~e~de~t in large part on 

the contxactor'e wiUimgness to coopexate with the xeview 

team. Reviews of this type to be effective require not 

only access to all books and xecords, but also access to 

middle and tq ~~a@?me officiarls, who can eqbaia how 

the company's opexations are managed and eont.roUed, who 

are willing to discuss and consider suggestions for 

improvements made by the review te fxla who stti ready 

to make changes that appeax to be coastxuctkve and prac- 

tical. 

The preceding comments perktin pxim.aKly to the woxk 

which is summarized in our repoxt. 1 would mYw like to 

cmat briefly on some aspects that Bevel t-l in the woxk we are 

conducting at the selected con%xactoxs" plants. 
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early to reach definitive co~elusions from our trial applications of 

“should coat” concepts, E wi2.l comment briefly on our basis for 

selection of contractors for reviewS 

Selectim of Contractors for Review 

XII selecting the contractors for our trial reviews, we considered 

several factors to give some assurance that the reviews would provide 

us with information that wouM be helpful in planning fbture efforts 

of this type. IIn order to evaluate the various aspects and perform the 

work 9n a timely manner, we selected contractors or plants of contsac- 

tors that were of medium size. The types of products selected vary, 

and so do the production capabilities, The pXants se3.ected can be 

categorized as (a) mass production, (b) semi-production line, and (c) 

job shop or develop?&ent. 

In this selection process we also considered the types of programa 

that were involved and the types of contracts that hti been awardeci to 

these plants, It was considered desirable to include cost-type and 

incentive-type contracts as well as firm fixed-price contracts. We 

in&tied fixed-price negotiated contracts, because such contracts if 

awarded without fWJ. and free price competition could benefit from 

“should cost” reviews if other facts and ciscmstances warrant their 

being made. Probably one of the most common would be where a contrac- 

tor can be expected to participate in future programs for the 6-e or 

for similar type items, and the observations ssd recolmnendations from 

these reviews could assist the Government contracting officer during 

the negotiation and prfci of the foJ&w-on work. 



MAJOR ACQUISITION REVIEWS 

The General Accounting Office issued a report entitled, “Status 

of the Acquisition of Selected Major Weapon Systems”, B-163058, on 

February 6, 1970. We reported that as of June 30, 1969, there were 

a total of 131 major programs in various phases of the acquisition 

process, and their total costs were estimated to aggregate about 

$141 billion. Of this amount, funds proximating $55 billion had 

been funded to the programs by the Department of Defense (DOD) 

through June 30, 1969. The unclassified report was supported by a 

separately bound classified appendix reporting on the individual 

status of 57 systems as of September 30, 1969. The report included 

our comments on the Selected Acquisition Report (SARI system of the 

DOD and our comments on cost schedule and performance experience of 

major weapon systems. 

Highlights of that report are as follows: 

m” Considerable cost growth had occurred and was continuing to 

II)- 

-- 

occur. Available data on 38 systems disclosed that the 

current estimates through program completion were about 

50 percent higher than the original planning estimates. 

Significant variances either existed or were anticipated 

between the performance originally expected and that 

currently estimated for a large number of systems 

reviewed. 

Slippage in the origina 1 ly established program schedules 
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? of from 6 months to more than 3 years either had been 

experienced or was anticipated to be experienced on 

many’of the systems. 

Review of Underlying Causes of Cost, 
Schedule and Performance Variances 

Following the above report we undertook a further review to determine 

the underlying causes for changes, cost growth, schedule slippage, and 

shortfalls in performance of defense acquisi&on programs. 

Classified reports on 26 individual weapons are to be prepared. An 

unclassified report will be prepared as an overview summary of underlying 

causes of problems in the defense acquisition process as determined in 

examining the 26 weapon programs. 

Analysis of the frequency of occurrence and magnitudes of the cnte- 

gories of acquisition problems on the weapons examined disclosed that 

their underlying causes were as follows: 

-c 

- . .  

- -  

e- 

w -  

- -  

Unrealistic cost estimates and lack of stable relative priority 

Unwarranted degree of concurrency of development and production 

Lack of administrative discipline In preparing and ful.filling 
program authorities * 

Unrealistic initial requirements for performance and schedule 

Changes in operational. capability without recycling through 
prerequisites to development 

Factors beyond the control. of the Department of Defense 

The classified reports will be handled as appendixes to the over- 

all report. 
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Review of the Major,Acquisition Process 

Current efforts being undertaken are designed to satisfy the 

following three objectives: 

1. Furnish data on individual weapon systems to the Congress 

that will be useful in its authorization and appropriation 

processes. 

2. Provide an annual report on the status of major acquisitions. 

3. Evaluate the fundamental management concepts and processes 

’ utilized by DOD in determining the need for ax-din acquiring 

major weapon sys terns e 

Changes in quantities of weapon systems be$ng bought m&t@rially 

affect the total estimates of cost of acquiring such system. To en- 

sure that our annual report on the status of major acquisitions more 

accurately shows the status of changes in systems acquisition programs, 

we plan to change our report format to show the cost data by system in 

terms of unit costs and total p&gram estimates at three principal 

points in time as follows: 

I.. At completion of an approved technical development 
plan--usually accom@ished at conclusion of concept 
formulation* 

2. At the conclusion of contract definition. 

3. Current estimate to camplete programs at end of last 
available calendar period preceding our report. 

Xn addition, we are hopeArl that we cm include in our report some 

data that might be helprul in gauging the effect of ecommic inflation 

on the cost of the systems be& acquired. 

IS. 



The May 1969 report of your Subcommittee recomended that the "GAO 

should develop a military procurement cost index to show the prices of 

milita~ end produats paid by the Department of Defense, and the cost 

of labor, materials, and capital used to produce the milcitary end 

product8." Shortly thereafter, we convened an inter-agency meeting of 

e%perts to di8cuss the matter. It was learned at this time that the 

Depzrtment of Defense was preparing labor and material price indexes for 

Categories Of eC@iImmt Such as airframeS, aircraft engines, missiles 

and vehicles. In a letter to you of September 25, 1969, 1 outlined 

why I believed that the Department of Defense should have the responsi- 

bility for constructing military price indexes, and suggested that we 

should review the system developed, with the assistance of a small 

panel of expert consultants. 

Since the latter part of last year, we have maintained contact with 

the Department of Defense to keep informed of the status of their 

t?ffOTt8. We have also inquired into the Department's practice8 to 

determine the uses made of such indexes as a basis for payments to con- 

tractors. We have learned that some types of contracts contain clauses 

which are included for the purpose of providtig a payment to the con- 

tractor if labor and material prices in the economy increase, and that 

there are wide differences 5n these provisions. 

We have al.80 learned that some cOn8ideI?atiOn is being given to the 

cost indexes needed for contracting, budgeting, analysis, and cost status 
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reporting, but these efforts do not appear to be ooordinated. Ikrthemore, 

the efforts made by the Office of the Secretary of Defense to develop 

military price indexes have not improved upon the indexes or expanded the 

cuverege of those made available to us in 1969. 

Since progress by the Departmnt of Defense has mt so far developed 

the kind of irklexes suggested by the subcommittee~s recamnmadation, we 

are exploring what actions we might take directly. For example, we are 

oonsiderimg obtaining from the Department of Defense and the Bureau of 

Labor Statistics whatever pertinent information is emilable, and 

preparing general indicators of the price movements of the various types 

of labor and non-labor inputs typ9caU.y used in the production of major 

weapons systems. The problem we expect to address invoJ.ve such questions 

as, which statistics are appropriate for describing price changes, in 

what proportions should they be combined, and how do differences in con- 

tractor productivity influence the way in which the price! ihdexes are 

applied, 

In the course of developing these indicators, it will be necessary 

to assess the adequacy of price i es developed by the Department of 

Defense and others for various uses, based upon criteria developed for 

this assessment. We pIan to include in future reviews further evaJ.uatian 

of the provisicms of the Amed Services Fmxmment Regulation related to 

prim emklation due to inflation, and the application of these provfaious 

in specific contracts. st importantly, we will attempt to ascertain 

the extent to which price in&xes can shed light on the causes of increases 

in the cost of major weapons systems, 

I.3 



In msponse to the Chairman's letter of February l2, 197'0, we made 

an inquiry into the causes ~2' claims for additional compensation sub- 

mitted under Navy contracts for major ship construction projects. We 

found that the Navy recently made a settlement with Todd Shipyards on 

the DE 1052 program in the amount of $96,5 million which was over 60 

percent of the otiginal contract price. Also, about $450 million in 

outstanding claim are in process of review by various Navy settlement 

teams. A listing of the claim in process is provided as &II appendix 

to this statement. In addition, there are about $340 aillion in claims 

which the Navy expects to receive in the near future. Thus, the total, 

claims received and expected total nearly $900 million. 

In my comments today, I will identify some of the reasons for the 

unpreeendented size of the claims being made. 

Use of Fixed-Price ContractinR for Developmental Pmmrements 

A ~OmDkoll answer to the question “What caused the current 

claims situation?" is the Navy's incr@ased use of formally advertised 

fixed-price oontracts for ship construction during the 1960's. We 

believe this is a simplistic view of the problem. The Navy did in- 

crease its use of fomally advertised contracts for ship construction 

work during the 2$0's but this a&me did not produce significant 

chmges since the Navy had long used fixed-price contl'acts for ship 

construction and many such contracts were awarded by competitive nego- 

tiations using contracting procedures that were not very different 

from the procedures under which fomaUy advertised awards are made. 

The difference, as we see it, is in the application of fixed-price I.4 



contracting to situations where the specifications were less firm. 

In earlier days, the Navy used fixed-price contracts only for 

ships with relatively firm specifications and ordinarily awarded cost- 

or incentive-type contracts for ship procurements involving significant 

unknowns. The cost- or incentive-type contracts were sufficiently 

elastic insofar as costs were concerned so that, although unanticipated 

developmental problems may have existed, the price of the contract 

could be expanded to provide for cost increases attributable to these 

unanticipated developmental problems without having to resort to the 

use of claims. 

During the 1960's, the shipboard hardware became much more com- 

plex. For instance, the Navy specifications for certain ships called 

for reduction in the level of noise produced by the ship and in its 

resistance to shock damage. These requirements were developmental in 

nature, and it appears that neither the Navy nor the shipbuilders knew 

very much about what was involved when the contracts were awarded. 

Despite the increase in the complexity of ship construction in 

the 1960's; formally advertised, fixed-price contracts were awarded 

for ship construction work involving significant unknowns. The use of 

this type of contract did not necessarily affect the shipbuilders' 

costs one way or the other, but it did produce one startling difference. 

Under fixed-price contracts, the price could no longer be increased to 

absorb the additional costs as it could under flexible cost- 

or incentive-type contracts and the shipbuilders have resorted to 
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cIlai.8llrr as a maus of increas%ng the contract prices. Whether these 

ships will, in the fiual sis, cost the Government more or less 

thaa they would have cost if cost or incentive-type contmuzts had been 

used is conjectural. 

lE)rincipal Causes of Shipbuilding Claims 

There are numerous reasons advamed regarding what caused the 

claims and I will uot try to discuss thea all, Instead, I would like 

to concentrate on the four most si@ficant problems that cme to our 

attention, These were: 

1. Inaccurate plans prepared by the shipbuilder who builds 
the first of a class (lead yard), 

2. Poorly written specifications, 

3. Unanticipated ticseases in quality assurauce require- 
lnentsp and 

4. Late delivery of Government-furnished eqtipmeut and 
information. 

It is a staudard practice for followi~ shipbuilders to buy work- 

ingplans fromthe leadyard. This practice is practically maMatory 

because the cost of preparing working plans is SQ great--about $20 

tillion in the case of the DE 1052. 

One of the major causes of claiam, according to the information 

made available to us, was iuaeeuracies in lead yard plans which created 

disruptions and defective work and thereby increased the shipbuilders' 

costs. One shipbuilder has several such claims which rauge f'?om 
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$3 mulion to $8 tillion each. The tlavy position is that it does not 

wmne respcmibblity for 3.e plans9 because of a clause in fts 

contra&s with the shipbuilders which disclaims responsibility for 

defects in lead yamI plans. The shipbuilders dispute the Navy position 

and contend that the intent of the elmse was to prevent numerous 

daims of a minor nature and that clearly they could not have been 

expected to absorb the i ct of major disruptions caused by faulty 

lead yard plans. 

Regardless of which view- is 

ship construction projects some 

inaccuracies in lead yard plans 

significant increases in cost. 

correct, it appears that for future 

action is necessary to see that 

are detected before they result in 

Poorly written specifications 

A second problem which the shipbuilders cite as 

tional costs is poorly written ship specifications. 

a cause of addi- 

According to the 

shipbuilc?iers, the true me ng of the Navy’s specifications has too 

often been left for interpretation after the contract was awarded. 

This not c&y causes sbfpbuilders to bid tso low but also can lead to 

costl,y rework when work is done to the shipbuilders’ understanding of 

the specification then has to be Fedone to make it conform to 

what the Navy fntsnd In other cssesp specifications have not been 

acmratc and have had to be revised to produce what was really wanted. 

We believe that this matter merits considerable attention in future 

ship procurements. 

Unanticipated increase Pn quality 
assurance requiremmts 

The third cause adv ed by the shipMU@rs fs the unanticipated 
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increase in quality assurance requirements. Their comments here 

indicate that this increase in quality assurance requirements was 

more than a vagueness in requirements but represented a change in the 

whole Navy attitude toward quality in ship construction. The increased 

emphasis on quality seems to have originated with the loss of the sub- 

marine UThreshertf in April 1963. ~0-i~ this incident, the Navy 

required more stringent quality control practices and agplied its 

requirements to the construct5on of surface ships as well as 

submarines. 

While both the Navy and the shipbuilders agree that the quality 

assurance requirements were increased, there is no agreement on whether 

the shipbuilders should have recognized these requirements and provided 

for them in their bid prices. The Navy believes the shipbuilders were 

too slow in recognizing the changed environment on quality assurance 

and that many of the bid prices involved in these claims should have 

contained provision for the cost of these new quality assurance 

requirements. 

The shipbuilders disagree with the Navy's allegation that they 

should have made provision in their bids for increased quality assur- 

ance requirements. Aside from the question as to whether the Navy or 

the shipbuilders should be responsible for increased quality assurance 

costs, shipbuilders have expressed the thought that many of the in- 

creases should never have occurred in the first place. They believe 

that there has been an increasing effort by demanding quality for 

qualityls sake and inspection for inspection's sake rather than applying 
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added control only where it is really necessary. 

We believe it important to future ship construction projects that 

the Navy decide what quality standards it needs and that these standards 

be made clear to shipbuilders. 

Late delivery of Government-furnished 
equipment and information 

Another cause of additional costs has been the late delivery of 

Government-furnished equipment and information. Such late deliveries 

prevent the shipbuilder from installing the equipment in logical sequence 

and cause ripout and rework. As an example, in one case involving an 

$81 million contract, the shipbuilder is claiming $3 million for late 

delivery of Government-furnished technical information and $9 million as 

a result of late and defective Government-furnished materials. 

For the most part, it appears that these late deliveries result 

from planning to include on the ship equipment that has not been devel- 

oped. When problems in development arise, the shipbuilder does not 

get his equipment, or the information needed to install and test it, 

on time. 

Action.needs to be taken to devise more effective ways of dealing 

with 

and, 

situations where 

in turn, affects 

the development of equipment falls behind schedule 

ship construction. 

Navy Action 

The Navy has been forcefully made aware of these problems as a 

result of the size and number of claims it has received. In response, 

the Navy has devised a program called ItProject Improve" which it hopes 

will correct many of the problems that afflicted the ships being built 

under the contracts to which the claims apply. 19 



LOCKHEED'S F'INANCIAL POSITION 

In your letter of March 10, 1970, you asked us for information on the 

financial condition of the I&kheed Aircraft Corporation and its ability to 

continue performance of its military contracts. As you know, the work on 

your request has been substantially completed except for information on 

U&heed's cash position and its cash requirements for the next 2 years 

with respect to all major Lockheed programs. 

Lockheed's financial problems were summarized by the Chairman of the 

Board of I&&heed in his letter of March 2, 1970, to the Deputy Secretary 

of Defense, and were discussed by the Secretary in testimony before the 

House and Senate Armed Services Committees onMarch. and 10. The Deputy 

Secretary, in his testimony, stated his intention to keep the committees 

fully informed as to the progress being made toward a workable solution. 

In a letter dated March 27, 1970,the Deputy Assistant Secretary of 

Defense (Comptroller) informed us that while some preliminary information 

was available on Iockheed's financial position, the Department of Defense 

did not consider that the data were sufficiently complete on which conclusions s 

could be based concerning the course of action whichshouldbe taken. We were 

advised at that time that more current and complete data were being gathered 

and that Defense expected to be in a position to provide data from this 

analysis to us by about April 20, 1970. 

The Department of Defense could not meet that deadline because Lockheed's 

legal staff expressed reservations about release of certain financial data 

which the company considers to be proprietary in nature. We understand that 

Lockheed is attempting to develop a workable solution to its f%nanciaJ. problems 

and, at the same time, enable production to continue so as to meet the 
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ticmmmeat 's z-lea. !l%e Depwtment of Defense is foIUcnving this matter 

closely and we understand that any propomJ. for the Ooverxment to furnish 

Mnanciti assistaacc to Lockheed wW. be presented to the appropriate 

camrittees of the Corqpess b&ore such assista~e fs fkmished. 
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This Subcommittee inftxmally requested that information on the Gama 

Gsoa;t be imcludcd in 6nxr testimony today. The &ma Goat is a l+ ton, 

6x6 wheel drive, care;0 truck. It is designed to have high mobility over 

adverse terrain with floating, swimming, and a&r-drop capabilities. 

This wU.l petit its operatfon in the same envfrormental terrain as 

the units that the vehicle is intended to support. The &ma Goat is 

t3Jrrently in productioa. 

The following discussion on the status of the Gma Goat is based 

on the Army's Selected Acquisition Report (SAR) for the period ending 

bbfc!h 31, 1970. 

cost 

The cost of the Gama G-oat progrsm increased $370.2 million fronr. 

the planning estiwate of $69,1~kion to the current estimate of 

$439.3 million. As we stated 9n our report to Congress in February 19'70, 

the planning estimate of $69.1 million did not represent the Amy's 

total prograan. This planning cost represented an estimate of onJy the 

first procurement. 

The principal mason for the cost growth of the &ma Goat program 

is attributed to (I) the increase in the quantity of vehicles to be 

procured, and (2) the increase in unit cost of the vehicles. 

The estimted number of vehicles to be procured during the total 

prograan increased by approxinwbtely 230 percent over the atnaber shown as 

the plannin# estimate. 
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The unit cost af the vehicles imreased by about 93 percent when 

txmpared ts the estimated unit cost used as the plauuing estimate and 

the current eatipaate for the total program. The increase in unit cost 

is attributed by the m to such causes as engineering change, urk 

pjredictable events (strikes), umfhestim&tes of certain components9 pro- 

curement of less than an ecaWca;l fpmtity, end cost escalr;l'cfon. 

Due TV fiscal fluding con&mints the Dment of the Amy is 

currently considering a plau to equip only the active force with the 

Gana Goat. This action would reduce the total quantfty about half of 

that uow considered as the total, program. A decrease in total program 

cost shouXi also be realized if such act&m is taken. 

Schedule Ekperience 

Our report of February 1970, showed that the &ma Goat program 

experienced slippage of 32 mouths. The latest Selected Acquisition 

Report shows that additioual slippage has occurred since the June 30, 

1969, r,epor*t;. The effect of this slippage is a later delivery date of 

the vehicle to the major comxmds. This delivery is now estimated for 

late 1970. The most recent delay is attrlbuted to a revision of parts 

lists attendant to a change in the source for the vehicles’ brakes 

and to a labor strike at the contractor’s plant. 

Performme &merieuce 

With exception of vehicle weight, maiutairiability aad realiability, 

the approved Gama Goat characteristics have not &mged significmktly 

since tiception. ,The requirements established for weight and maiaztain- 

ability msy have been uurealistic at the time approved. It also appears 

that the reliability requirements should have been recognkzed as in- 

appropriate at the tUe of establishment. 
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In addition to the Amy’s Selected Aeqtisition Reports and our 

report to Congress in February 19’70, further information on the @ma 

Goat is included in our January 1970 draft report titled “Heed to 

Improve Management of the Tactical Vehicle Program.” This report 

discusses several Army vehicle program to demonstrate areas in need;’ 

of management impzwem~nt by the Army. A copy of this draft report 

was provided to this Subcmmittee on March 16, 1970. A summary of 

this report as it relates to the Gama Goat is as follows: 

The Gama Goat development program was initiated before 
performance requirements expressed by the user were determined 
valid and feasible. Those expressed characteristics were not 
met, however, and possibly were not realistically achievable. 
For example, the Gam Goat now has a curb weight of 7,400 
pounds, whereas, the user desired a curb weight of 2,500 pounds. 

A combat item is approved for mass production when, through 
engineering and service tests, it has demonstrated the cap- 
ability to meet all essential characteristics. The Gama Goat 
was approved for mass production in June 1966, despite knuwn 
vehicle defects and the incompleteness of the technical data 
psekage. In our opinion, the approval of this item for mass 
production was premature. 

This compI.etes P]LY formal presentation. 
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Contractor ..-- 

.Avondale Shipbuilding, Inc. 
(Ogden Corp.) 

ED0 Corporation 

Electric Boat Division of 
General Dynamics Corp. 

Lockheed Shipbuilding and 
Construction Co. 

Newport News Shipbuilding 
and Drydock Co. 

(Tenneco, Inc.) 

0 0 
PRINCIPAL CLAIMS FILED WITH THE NAVY 

UNDER SHIP CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS 

ProDram II .L. -,* 

Destroyer escort: 
IX lO!X? class - 7 ships 
D? 1078 ClaSS - 20 Ships 

Subtotals 

Variable depth sonar 

Nuclear powered submarine SSN-671 
Nuclear powered submarines with 

ballistic missiles SSBNS - 7 ships 

Subtotals 

Destroyor escort with guided 
missile - DEG 1, 2 ancl 3 

Oiler - A0 1% and 1'29 
Destroyer escort - 

DE J.O4S and 1050 
DE 1052 

Landing craft - 
LPD 9 and 10 
LPD ll., 12 and 13 
LPD 14 and 15 

Hydrofoil research ship - 
AGQi-1 

Ammunition ship - 
Al2 22 arid 24 

Subtotals 

Aircraft carrier - 
CVA-67 

Nuclear powered submarines: 
SSE\' and SSGW (later is equipped 
with ballistic missiles) 

Subtotals 

Totals 

APPENDIX 

Contract 
amount 

(including 
approved 
modifica- Amount 

tions) of claim -- -.- 
---(in millions)--- 

$ 92.9 
228.2 w-e.4 .A.-- 

321.1 - -.. -"-.Y.Y 

42.6 .--I_ 

44.4 

$ 45.0 I 
98.2 _..A.._ -- 

143.2 .-a-- 
I 

10.9 - --..-- 

8.0 

365.3 -I- -. - ---. 

4119 7 ..,-.--*-~. 

33.5 
20.1. 

29.7” .---- 

37.7 --.__. 

10.4 
6.2 

21.1 
68.? 

10.2 
50.7 

54.3 30.7 
75.6 27.1 ? 
53.8 24.1 

14.6 6.3 

17.8 -,..---_- - _- 

360.0 ---.-- 

214.9 

7.2 .----"^ 

173.4 --- 

45.5 
F 

41.0 t --_- _ 

86.5 _I-... 

$451.7 --I- _ --- 

a 
This claim is for increases in labor and material costs and is claimed 
pursuant to price escalation provisions of the contracts. 




